
Colour matched adhesive and sealant, bespoke 
to the Selkie Board range.

Suitable for use on shower panels, splashbacks and worktop upstands. 

TopSeal

TS097
Dusk

TS061
Gransasso

TS029
Cappuccino

TS025
Eclipse Grey

TS018
Textured Concrete

Persian Grey

TS022
Summer Cloud
Winter Cloud

Carrera Marble
Cream Pearl

Frosty Ice

TS024
Oyster Pixel

TS028
Linea Grey

Snow Shimmer

TS049
White Gloss

TS019
Silver Rain

Terrazzo Stone

TS034
German Chalk
Sorrento Stone

TS027
Silver Pearlescent

TS013
Bamboo

Iranian Travertine

TS031
Travertine Rain

TS026
Desert Shimmer

*Card décor colour is representative of the TopSeal colour. The 
Topseal colour is an exact colour match to the stated Selkie Board

29 Loanbank Quadrant, Govan, Glasgow, G51 3HZ
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TopSeal
Shower panel installation
TopSeal is a new colour matched adhesive and 
sealant for shower panels in bathrooms. It is the 
latest generation, high performance, toughened 
polymer technology. TopSeal’s excellent bond 
strength gives instant grip without support, there’s no 
slip and it has gap filling properties. Ideal for sealing 
tongue and groove joints.

It is specially designed to adhere to most building 
surfaces, including concrete, plaster, plasterboard, 
wood, plastics and metal.

TopSeal replaces slower, weaker silicone which often 
requires additional hot melt glue or adhesive tape 
while curing.

For a 1200mm panel, approximately one cartridge is 
required. Use it to fix the panel in place and then to 
seal between panels.  

As TopSeal is colour matched to each board, the 
sealant provides a neat and inconspicuous join. 

Once cured, TopSeal provides a 100% waterproof 
seal and is resistant to temperature extremes of 
-40°C to +100°C.

Kitchen splashback and 
upstand installation
TopSeal is also perfect for use in kitchen installations.
It is a high strength, waterproof sealant and is flexible 
once cured.

TopSeal can be used to fix splashbacks and 
upstands in place, then used as a sealant bead 
between worktop and panel. 

With its easy application and minimal shrinkage, 
TopSeal can be applied to a variety of surfaces, such 
as Quartz, Laminate, Stainless Steel and glass. 

For further information regarding TopSeal, 
please contact a member of our sales team 
via email (sales@rearo.co.uk) or alternatively 
phone 0141 440 0800.

www.rearo.co.uk
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